Edition 1 – Thursday 7th March 2019
2020 ENROLMENT-SCHOOL TOURS
School tours will start Wednesday 13th
Mar 2019 at 9.30am and will run every
week with the below timetable:
Monday
2.00pm
Wednesday 9.30am
Friday
9.30am

MARCH


13th




School Council voting
closes at 4pm
LABOUR DAY PUBLIC
HOLIDAY
CURRICULUM DAY –
STUDENT FREE DAY
4.00pm Maths Open Night
3-6 Division Swimming

15th



Working Bee

19th



AGM - School Council

21st



School Photo Day

28th



Prep Zoo Excursion



5/6 Summer Sports Gala
Day

6th
11th
12th

29th




APRIL
1st



Yr 4 Campers Leave

3rd



Yr 4 Campers Return

5th




Colour Run
LAST DAY OF TERM 1

24th



TERM 2 BEGINS

25th



ANZAC DAY
MAY

2nd



Bush Dance

Principal’s Report
Dear Parents,
Well we are over half way through our first term for 2019.
Students have set a classroom goal and method of tracking for
the term in the classroom and in the hallway as well as their
personal and academic goals that are displayed in the
classroom and individual Leader in Me folders. Towards the end
of this term, students will reflect on their individual goals as
well as celebrate class goals if achieved.
The classroom learning environments have started to become a
flexible learning spaces whereby students work in flexible
groups according to their needs and not necessarily with their
class teacher. Students have adapted well to the flexibility in
their learning using the designated spaces to support the
learning such as the swamp, campfire and plains.
Teachers spend the majority of their planning time discussing
student achievement for the week and looking for patterns in
the data. The teachers can then ask “why” these patterns might
be evident, and keep asking “why” until they get to root causes
they can target with instruction. These causes can be used to
set learning goals for individuals and groups of students, and to
identify professional learning opportunities for teachers.
Teachers are compiling a data wall which is a tangible measure
of teachers’ impact – and a powerful spur to search for the next
classroom intervention to keep individual student’s
data/achievement moving.
Last Thursday and Friday I was at the Inner South Principal
Conference focussing on Empowering Students - Voice,
Leadership and Agency with Amy Sharman and Anneliese Green
joining me on the Friday. The key speaker was Lee WatanabeCrockett, a Canadian educator who lives in Japan, who focused
on educators embracing student-centered learning. She
championed the notion that when classrooms transform,
learning comes alive and outcomes improve. A culmination of
Lee Watanabe-Crockett’s years of work with schools around the
world, Future-Focused Learning: Ten Essential Shifts of Everyday
Practice detailed ten core shifts of instructional practice
teachers can use with students immediately, regardless of core
curriculum or instructional pedagogy. These proven shifts offer
a clear pathway for taking the great work teachers already do
and making it exceptional.
Exciting learning awaits for our students at Parktone!

What else has been happening?
School Council Elections
On the 18th February, the closing and assessing of
nominations for the 2019 School Council positions were
conducted. The number of nominations were less than
the number of vacancies in the parent category. Those
nominated who were declared elected:
1. Kerryn Janson
2. Katherine Jorgensen
3. Wendy O’Mara
The elected staff representative for school council is
Maddie Dosser.
A call was made for further nominations for the two
unfilled vacancies. Such nominations were lodged within
three school days from the date of the closing of the first
call for nominations. We received nine nominations for
the two unfilled vacancies. Counting the ballots occurred
after closing on Wednesday 6th March 4:00pm. The
successful candidates to fill the remaining 2 position
were;1. Alana Firth
2. Sarah Blackmore
On Tuesday March 19th at 6:30pm the School Council will
hold their AGM. This is where we thank the following
current school council member for their time and efforts
on School Council-;
1. Nadine Robinson (staff representative)- 11 years
2. Michelle Murphy- 1 term
3. Ilinka Lazic – 1 term
4. Tina Richardson – 1 term
Specialist Centre

Tomorrow we have the Secretary of Education Tim
Richardson joining us for our assembly. Prior to this, a
team will met with Tim consisting of the School
Council President, student leaders and leadership
team to discuss stages of the building process at
Parktone. We are hoping that we will be given an
anticipated timeframe for when Stage Three of the
building project can commence. Stage Three is the
current level 3A & 3C and After School Care space
which is a building that is beyond repair and not
conducive to our learning pedagogy. Fingers crossed
we get some great news.
The update on the outdoor seating is that we have not
been given a final date for completion. Currently
architects are working on barriers that will ensure the
safety for our students. We have had a couple of
prototypes that were not compliant to Australian
safety standards requiring the architects to go back to
the drawing board once again. As for the minor
defects internally, George the foreman is working
through the list. Students and staff are now able to use
the toilet facilities and the canteen is fully operational.
Please note the toilet facilities are not to be used
before or after school and recess or lunch times due to
supervision restraints.

Flexible Learning Spaces
The learning spaces are organised so that different
areas of the classroom support the education that is
required. In a typical classroom, we have
collaboration areas, instruction spaces, independent
areas and quiet learning spaces. Students move
between different classrooms and teachers to assist in
Last week we held our very providing the best educational environment for each
first Friday assembly in the student.
stadium. The sound system
was moved from its original Next term parents will have the opportunity to see the
position to the Specialist
flexible learning spaces in action as we will be running
Center and the mini stage parent tours. These tours will commence at 9:15am
was used. Students
starting in the Prep area then proceeding to move

maintained their usual seating arrangements but
rather than a rough asphalt surface to sit on they had
a smooth polished hard surface instead. The only
drawback is the acoustics of the space is a challenge,
as even the slightest conversation has an impact on
the overall noise level which makes it a challenge for
the students running the assembly.

through the grade levels. This gives you the
opportunity to see how your child learns within the
learning spaces as well as others. Following the tour,
morning tea will be provided in the staffroom for a Q
& A. So pencil one of the below dates into your diary.

 Prep Parents Flexible Spaces School Tour
8th May 9:15-10:15am
 Grade 1 & 2 Parents Flexible Spaces School Tour
13th May 9:15-10:15am
 Grade 3-6 Parents Flexible Spaces School Tour
13th June 9:15-10:15am

CASEA
We have been lucky to secure the CASEA team of mental health clinicians from Alfred CYMHS to work at
Parktone. The clinicians will not only be working with students and parents but offering professional
development for the staff so that they can support all students in the learning environment.

Parent Volunteer/Helpers Training
We value the support we receive from parents in the classroom. To support parents in this work we are
offering another opportunity for parents to undertake a training session. The training will be on Friday 15 th
March 2:30pm in the newly located Library that was the 2019 6A and 5A classrooms, who are now located in
the Grade 5/6 space in the main building. We understand that due to work commitments some parents will be
unable to make the above time so the training presentation is on Compass as a self-tutorial. All
volunteers/helpers are required to sign an agreement form prior to commencing their support in the
classroom. These agreements are to be given to your child’s class teacher. I encourage parents to volunteer in
the upper grades of Parktone PS as well.
 Please look at your Compass newsfeed titled ‘Parent Volunteers/Helpers Training
Media Release Reminder
On Monday we uploaded a media permission form on Compass that needs to be completed for all
students by Monday 11th March 2019. To ensure child safety procedures are maintained at Parktone
PS, images of your child can not be used in anyway in school internal or external communication
unless authorised by a parent.
 Please click on the ‘Course Confirmation’ on the top right hand side of your Compass homepage
Curriculum Day Tuesday 12th March
We are excited about Adam Voigts and Real Schools commencing his three year partnership with the Parktone
Primary School community next Tuesday. Staff will be working with Adam all day on Tuesday giving students an
extra LONG weekend.
Adam will be focusing on Restorative Practices and Class Circle Time which when done right, has
proven to be the key to improving Student-Teacher relationships, driving engagement, building a
respectful culture and enhancing teacher effectiveness. As he states, “here’s the kicker - it’s fantastic
for reducing teacher stress too”.
The curriculum day is designed to provide Teachers and School Leaders with a powerful understa nding
of Restorative Practices in order to:







Generate long-term improvements in student behaviour ... beyond the quick fix.
Learn how to construct truly Restorative conversations and circles.
Use the Restorative Questions with skill, confidence and poise.
Dispel the myths of Restorative Practices being too soft and too time intensive.
Connect practice inextricably to School and Personal Values.
Achieve a critical understanding of human emotion including the influence of Shame on student
behaviour.

Confidently use Restorative Practices across the continuum from informal applications.

Reflect on personal Teaching Practice using the Operation Domains (Social Discipline Window).

Embed Restorative Practices as the fundamental platform for effective Teach ing.
Adam will also be working with staff in the classroom setting during Term 2 and will offer a parent
information night. A date has yet to be confirmed however the date will be published on Compass so
you can add this to the must attend section of your diary.

Cyber Safety -The Momo Challenge
In the news and social media you may have seen a number of stories about the dangers of a phenomenom
called ‘The Momo Challenge’. I have had some students mention to me that there are students who are
discussing this at school.
‘The Momo Challenge’ depicts a disfigured face on a bird’s body. This can be seen as a disturbing image that
could easily upset or worry a younger child. The Momo challenge has allegedly been seen in ‘pop-ups’ on sites
such as Minecraft, YouTube and Fortnite. It can be played via WhatsApp and it asks participants to do a series
of challenges, one of which ends in a suicide. It then threatens the participants and their families if they do not
participate. Therefore it is important that parents talk to their children about this in relation to cyber safety and
the reality of it. It is just as important when having this discussion with your child that you don’t sensational or
increase fear with your child.
The below article from parent zone may be helpful to support you with this discussion:Three-Minute Briefing: The Momo Challenge
Even though it turned out to be a hoax, the so-called 'Momo challenge' understandably caused many parents
concern. Thankfully there is no verified evidence that this ‘challenge’ was real or that it caused harm to
children. Despite this, it is clear that the concept of this hoax challenge has been causing distress among
parents and children.
What is the so-called Momo Challenge?
The Momo character — the disfigured face attached to a bird’s body — was, in fact, a prop named ‘Mother
Bird’ made in Japan three years ago for an art exhibition. Its sinister stretched features make for a disturbing
image that could easily upset or worry a younger child. It was claimed that the Momo challenge was ‘played’
over WhatsApp. The Momo character allegedly asked would-be participants to contact ‘her’ and do a series of
challenges — the final challenge being suicide. Of course, there isn’t much evidence of a child actually being
harmed but what seems to be happening is that the disturbing image is spreading because people are using the
image in their profiles.
How do children get to know about it?
Children are hearing about the challenge through numerous sources online — the coverage that is happening in
the news and on social media is also leading to old fashioned playground curiosity. It’s important to remember
that the hype around these crazes, true or not, often leads children to investigate for themselves even if they
haven’t had direct contact.

Why would children be drawn to it?
There are lots of reasons for children to be drawn towards these challenges even ones that subsequently turn
out to be nothing more than urban myth. The drama can be enticing especially when a popular Influencer or
gamer is talking about it online.
What should parents do?
Although the Momo challenge is now being reported as a hoax, the reports, warnings and disturbing images
could still cause distress to children. It’s important that parents talk to their children about it. The best way to
start is to ask a general question about whether they have seen anything online that upset or worried them.
Explain that there are often things that happen online that can be misleading or frightening and that some
things are designed to get a lot of attention.
Parents need to follow their child’s lead — introducing a worrying subject to a child who isn’t familiar with it
might lead them to investigate. On the other hand, avoiding mentioning it won’t provide a chance for a good
discussion. Take your child’s lead and whatever you decide about overtly talking about these kinds of topics,
make sure that they know that contacting strangers and doing anything at all that they are asked to do online
or off that makes them feel scared, worried or uncomfortable is not OK.
Remember that curiosity is a natural part of growing up so don’t blame them for being drawn to this sort of
digital drama. Try to listen, keep calm and help them to recognise that however tempting these things may be
to explore, it’s never sensible to be drawn in.
Parents of younger children may also want to install YouTube Kids, a more controlled version of YouTube
intended for families, for better control of what young children may come across online.

Thanks everyone for contributing to marking Parktone Primary School a GREAT place.
Cheers
Genevieve Casonato

BUSH DANCE
Parktone will be holding an INAUGURAL Bush Dance Night!
Who: Students, Teachers, Parents & The Blackberry Jam Bush Band
What: There will be a range of stalls and food!
When: Thursday 2nd May 2019
Where: Parktone Primary School (On basketball court & Bleachers)
Time: 5:00-8:30pm
Dress Code: Country & Western Attire - Think cowboy hats,
flannelette shirts, boots & whips!
Parktone students will be participating in Bush Dance Workshops
the week prior to the bush dance night.
These workshops will be taking place on: Friday 26th April (1st week
of Term 2)
All Details for payment and consent are now on Compass.

STAY TUNED FOR
DETAILS OF OUR
COLOUR RUN
All students will have the opportunity to participate
in the Colour Run being held on Friday 5th April 2019.
We will be raising much needed funds to buy some
equipment from the Beacon Teams Wish List.

Classes are filling fast....
Help your child find their wings in Term One 2019.
Dream of the possibilities....
3 Year Old and 4 Year Old
Prep to Year 2
Year 3 to Year 6
As there are limited spaces at our Centres for Gifted Education we would
encourage parents to enrol their child soon to avoid disappointment
Unsure of the suitability for your child?
Book a FREE 30 minute appointment with our Gifted Educators to
discuss your child's needs.

Web: www.borntosoar.com.au
Contact: angus@borntosoar.com.au
Mobile: +61 477 036 807

